
CANONICAL BUNDLES FOR HAMILTONIAN LOOP GROUPMANIFOLDSE. MEINRENKEN AND C. WOODWARDAbstrat. We onstrut anonial bundles for Hamiltonian loop group ations forproper moment maps. As an appliation, we show that the �rst Chern lass is amultiple of the ohomology lass of the sympleti form for ertain moduli spaes ofat onnetions on Riemann surfaes with boundary.1. IntrodutionOne of the simplest invariants of a sympleti manifold is the isomorphism lass of theanonial line bundle. Suppose (M;!) is a sympleti manifold. For any !-ompatiblealmost omplex struture J one de�nes the anonial line bundle KM as the dual to thetop exterior power of the tangent bundle TM ,KM = detC (TM)�:Sine the spae of !-ompatible almost omplex strutures on M is ontratible, theisomorphism lass of KM is independent of this hoie. If a ompat Lie group G ats bysympletomorphisms on M , we an take J to be G-invariant, and KM is a G-equivariantline bundle.The anonial bundle behaves well under sympleti quotients. If the G-ation isHamiltonian, with moment map � : M ! g�, the sympleti quotient of M is de�nedby M==G := ��1(0)=G:We assume that 0 is a regular value, so thatM==G is a sympleti orbifold. The anonialline bundle for the redued spae (sympleti quotient) M==G = ��1(0)=G is related tothe anonial bundle on M byKM==G = KM==G := (KM j��1(0))=G:(1)The anonial bundle also behaves well under indutions. Let T be a maximal torusof G with Lie algebra t. Suppose that N is a Hamiltonian T -manifold with moment map	 : N ! t�. The sympleti indution M := G �T N has a unique losed two-formand moment map extending the given data on N . If the image of 	 is ontained in theinterior of a positive hamber t�+, then M is sympleti and KM is indued from KN ,after a �-shift: KM �= G�T (KN 
 C �2�):1



2 E. MEINRENKEN AND C. WOODWARDHere C �2� is the T -representation with weight given by the sum �2� of the negativeroots.In this paper we develop a notion of anonial line bundle for (in�nite-dimensional)Hamiltonian loop group manifolds with proper moment maps. The idea is to use theproperty of the anonial bundle under indutions as the de�nition in the in�nite-dimensional setting. Just as in the �nite dimensional situation, the anonial bundleof the (�nite dimensional) redued spaes are obtained from the anonial bundle KMupstairs. For the fundamental homogeneous spae 
G = LG=G, our de�nition agreeswith Freed's omputation [4℄ of the regularized �rst Chern lass of 
G.As an appliation, we prove the following fat about moduli spaes of atG-onnetionson ompat oriented surfaes �. Suppose G is simple and simply onneted, and let  bethe dual Coxeter number. Suppose � has b boundary omponents B1; : : : ; Bb, and letC1; : : : ; Cb be a olletion of onjugay lasses. Let M(�; C) be the (�nite dimensional)moduli spae of at G-onnetions on � with holonomy around Bj ontained in Cj. ThesubsetM(�; C)irr of irreduible onnetions is a smooth sympleti manifold. Let [!℄ bethe ohomology lass of the basi sympleti form on M(�; C)irr.Theorem 1.1. If the onjugay lasses Cj onsist of entral elements, then the �rstChern lass of KM(�;C)irr is equal to �2[!℄.This was �rst proved in the speial ase of SU(2) by Ramanan [11℄. In general it is aonsequene of the loal family index theorem ( Quillen [10℄, Zograf and Takhtadzhyan[13℄). See also Beauville, Laszlo, and Sorger [3℄, and Kumar and Narasimhan [5℄. Ourappliation, Theorem 4.2 below, expands the list of onjugay lasses for whih thisresult holds. It would be interesting to know whih of these are K�ahler-Einstein. Ourmain appliation of the anonial bundle will be given in a forthoming paper [2℄, whereit enters a �xed point formula for Hamiltonian loop group ations.2. Hamiltonian loop group manifolds2.1. Notation. Let g be a simple Lie algebra, and G the orresponding ompat, on-neted, simply onneted Lie group. Choose a maximal torus T � G, with Lie algebrat, and let � � t resp. �� � t� denote the integral resp. (real) weight lattie. Let R bethe set of roots and R+ the subset of positive roots, for some hoie of positive Weylhamber t+. We will identify g �= g� and t �= t�, using the normalized inner produt � forwhih the long roots have length p2. The highest root is denoted �0, and the half-sumof positive roots � = 12P�2R+ �. The integer = 1 + � � �0is alled the dual Coxeter number of G. The fundamental alove for G is the simplexA = f� 2 t+; �0 � � � 1g � t � g:(2)It parametrizes the set of onjugay lasses of G, in the sense that every onjugay lassontains an element exp(�) for a unique � 2 A. The entralizer Gexp(�) depends only on



CANONICAL BUNDLES FOR HAMILTONIAN LOOP GROUP MANIFOLDS 3the open fae � ontaining � and will be denoted G�. Introdue a partial ordering onthe set of open faes of A by setting � � � if � � � . Then � � � ) G� � G� .A similar disussion holds for semi-simple simply-onneted groups, with the alovereplaed by the produt of the aloves for the simple fators.2.2. Loop groups. Let LG denote the loop group of maps S1 ! G of some �xedSobolev lass s > 1, Lg = 
0(S1; g) its Lie algebra, and Lg� 2 
1(S1; g) the spae ofLie algebra valued 1-forms of Sobolev lass s � 1. Integration over S1 de�nes a non-degenerate pairing between Lg� and Lg. One de�nes the (aÆne) oadjoint ation of LGon Lg� 2 
1(S1; g) by g � � = Adg �� dg g�1(3)where dg g�1 is the pull-bak of the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on G. Let LGbe the basi entral extension [9℄ of LG, de�ned in�nitesimally by the oyle (�1; �2) 7!H d�1 � �2 on Lg. The adjoint ation of LG on Lg desends to an ation of LG sine theentral irle ats trivially, and for the oadjoint ation of LG on Lg� = 
1(S1; g) � Rone �nds g � (�; �) = (Adg(�) + �dgg�1; �):(4)This identi�es Lg� with the aÆne hyperplane 
1(S1; g)� f1g � Lg�.There is a natural smooth map Hol : Lg� ! G sending � 2 Lg�, viewed as a onnetionon the trivial bundle S1 � G, to its holonomy around S1. This map sets up a 1-1orrespondene between the sets of G-onjugay lasses and oadjoint LG-orbits, heneboth are parametrized by points in the alove.More expliitly this parametrization is given as follows. View A as a subset of Lg� bythe embedding � 7! �d�=(2�). Then every oadjoint LG-orbit passes through a uniquepoint � 2 A. The stabilizer group (LG)� depends only on the open fae � � A ontaining� and will be denoted (LG)�. The evaluation map LG ! G; g 7! g(1) restrits to anisomorphism (LG)� �= G�; in partiular (LG)� is ompat and onneted. If � � � then(LG)� � (LG)� . In partiular, every (LG)� ontains T = (LG)intA.2.3. Hamiltonian LG-manifolds. We begin by reviewing the de�nition of a sympletiBanah manifold. A two-form ! on a Banah manifold M is weakly non-degenerate ifthe map !℄ : TMm ! T �mM is injetive, for all m 2 M . A Hamiltonian LG-manifold isa Banah manifold M together with an LG-ation, an invariant, weakly non-degeneratelosed two-form ! and an equivariant moment map � : M ! Lg�. Equivalently, onean think of M has a Hamiltonian LG-manifold, where the entral irle ats triviallywith onstant moment map +1.Example 2.1. a. For any � 2 Lg�, the oadjoint orbit LG � � is a Hamiltonian LG-manifold, with moment map the inlusion.



4 E. MEINRENKEN AND C. WOODWARDb. Let � be a ompat oriented surfae with boundary �� �= (S1)b. Let G(�) =Map(�; G) be the gauge group, and G�(�) be the gauge transformation that aretrivial on the boundary.The spae 
1(�; g) of onnetions arries a natural sympleti struture, and theation of G�(�) is Hamiltonian with moment map the urvature. The sympletiquotientM(�) is the moduli spae of at onnetion up to based gauge transforma-tions. It arries a residual ation of LGb, with moment map indued by the pull-bakof onnetions to the boundary.2.4. Sympleti ross-setions. In the ase where the moment map � is proper, aHamiltonian LG-spae with proper moment map behaves very muh like a ompatHamiltonian spae for a ompat group. 1 The reason for this is that the oadjointLG-ation on Lg� has �nite dimensional slies, and the pre-images of these slies are�nite dimensional sympleti submanifolds. To desribe these slies, we view the aloveas a subset of Lg� as explained above. LetA� := [��� �:Then the ow-out under the ation of the ompat group (LG)�,U� = (LG)� � A� � Lg�is a slie for the LG-ation at points in �.For example, if G = SU(2), then the alove may be identi�ed with the intervalA = [0; 1=2℄:For the three faes f0g; (0; 1=2); f1=2g we haveAf0g = [0; 1=2); A(0;1=2) = (0; 1=2); Af1=2g = (0; 1=2℄:The slie Y(0;1=2) = (0; 1=2), sine LG(0;1=2) = T . The other slies Yf0g; Yf1=2g are openballs of radius 1=2 in Lg�f0g, resp. Lg�f1=2g. Note that although Lg�f0g; Lg�f1=2g are isomor-phi as G-modules to the Lie algebra g, the intersetion Lg�f0g \ Lg�f1=2g = Lg�(0;1=2).IfM is a sympleti Hamiltonian LG-spae with proper moment map �, the sympletiross-setions Y� = ��1(U�)are �nite-dimensional sympleti submanifolds. In fat, they are Hamiltonian (LG)�-manifolds, where the entral S1 ats trivially. The moment maps are the restritions�� = �jY� : Y� ! U� � (Lg)�� � Lg�. Here (Lg)�� is identi�ed with the unique (LG)�-invariant omplement to the annihilator of (Lg)� in Lg�, or equivalently with the spanof U�.For a proof of the sympleti ross-setion theorem for loop group ations, see [8℄. Theowouts LG�Y� = LG�(LG)�Y� form an open overing ofM . Therefore, the Hamiltonian1In fat, there is a 1-1 orrespondene between Hamiltonian LG-spaes with proper moment mapand ompat Hamiltonian G-spaes with G-valued moment maps [1℄



CANONICAL BUNDLES FOR HAMILTONIAN LOOP GROUP MANIFOLDS 5LG-spae (M;!;�) an be reonstruted from its olletion of sympleti ross-setions(Y�; !�;��) and the inlusions Y� ,! Y� for � � � .3. Constrution of the anonial bundleSuppose (M;!;�) is a Hamiltonian LG-manifold with proper moment map. In thissetion we ontrut an LG-equivariant line bundle KM !M whih will play the role ofa anonial line bundle.For any LG-equivariant line bundle L ! M , the (loally onstant) weight of theation of the entral irle S1 � LG is alled the level of L. Any LG-bundle L ! M isdetermined by the olletion of (LG)�-equivariant line bundles L� ! Y� over the ross-setions, together with (LG)� -equivariant isomorphisms '�;� : L�jY� �= L� for all � � � ,suh that '�;� Æ '�;� = '�;�(5)if � � � � �.Let K� ! Y� be the anonial line for some invariant ompatible almost omplex(a..) struture on Y�. There exist (LG)� -equivariant isomorphismsK�jY� �= K� 
 detC (��� )�(6)where ��� ! Y� is the sympleti normal bundle to Y� inside Y�. We will therefore beginby desribing the omplex struture on ��� .3.1. The normal bundle of Y� in Y�. Suppose � � � so that Y� is an (LG)� -invariantsubmanifold of (LG)�. Sine (LG)��(LG)� Y� is an open subset of Y�, the normal bundleof Y� in Y� is (LG)� -equivariantly isomorphi to the trivial bundle (Lg)�=(Lg)� . It arriesa unique (LG)� -invariant omplex struture ompatible with the sympleti struture. Interms of the root spae deomposition this omplex struture is given as follows. Givena fae � of A, de�ne the positive Weyl hamber t+;� for (LG)� as the one over A � �,for any � 2 �. Similarly de�ne t+;� . Let R+;� � R+;� the orresponding olletions ofpositive roots.As omplex (LG)� -representations,(Lg)�=(Lg)� = M�2R+;�nR+;� C � :In partiular, detC (��� )� = O�2R+;�nR+;� C � = C �2(����� ):(7)where ��; �� are the half-sums of positive roots of R+;�;R+;� respetively.



6 E. MEINRENKEN AND C. WOODWARD3.2. Compatibility ondition. Our andidate for L� = (KM)jY� will be of the formK� 
 C � , for suitable weights � 2 �� � Z. The key point whih makes the problemnon-trivial is that in order for C � to give LG�-representations, the weight � shouldbe �xed under the (LG)�-ation on Lg�. Aording to (6) and (7) these weights shouldsatisfy � � � = 2(�� � �� )for all faes � � � .The following Lemma gives a solution to this system of equations.Lemma 3.1. For all faes � � A, the di�erene 2�� 2�� 2 �� is the orthogonal proje-tion of 2� to the aÆne span of the dilated fae 2�. In partiular the weight� := �(2�� 2��; 2) 2 �� � Zis �xed under (LG)�.Proof. The weight 2�� is haraterized by the property2�� � � = � � �for every simple root � of (LG)�. Letting f�1; : : : ; �lg be the simple roots for G, thesimple roots for (LG)� are preisely those roots in the olletion f�1; : : : ; �l;��0g whihare perpendiular to the span of ��� (where � 2 �). In partiular ��0 is a simple rootfor (LG)� preisely if 0 62 �.If � 2 f�1; : : : ; �lg is a simple root of (LG)� then 2� � � = 2�� � � = � � � so that(2� � 2��) � � = 0: If 0 62 � so that ��0 is among the set of simple roots for (LG)�, wealso have (2�� 2��) � �0 = 2(� 1) + �0 � �0 = 2;as required.The solution given by the lemma is unique, sine for � = f0g the group LG� = G hasthe unique �xed point 0 = (0;�2).3.3. Gluing. Let L� = K� 
 C � . We still have to onstrut isomorphisms '�;� :L�jY� ! L� satisfying the oyle ondition. If the ompatible a.. strutures on Y�an be hosen in suh a way that for � � � , Y� is an a.. submanifold of Y�, theisomorphisms would be anonially de�ned and the oyle ondition would be auto-mati. Unfortunately, it is in general impossible to hoose the a.. strutures to havethis property.To get around this diÆulty we replae the sets Y� with smaller open subsets. Theompat set M=LG is overed by the olletion of sets Y�=(LG)� with � a vertex of A,sine A is overed by the (relative) open subsets A�. It is therefore possible to hoose foreah vertex � of A, an (LG)�-invariant, open subset Y 0� � Y�, suh that the olletion ofthese subsets has the following two properties:a. The olletion of all Y 0�=(LG)� overs M=LG.



CANONICAL BUNDLES FOR HAMILTONIAN LOOP GROUP MANIFOLDS 7b. The losure of Y 0� is ontained in Y�.Given suh a olletion of subsets fY 0�g we de�ne, for any open fae � of A,Y 0� = \���; dim�=0 Y 0�:Then Y 0� is an (LG)� -invariant open subset of Y� , with the property that its losure inM is ontained in Y� .Lemma 3.2. There exists a olletion of (LG)�-invariant ompatible a.. strutures onthe olletion of Y 0�, with the property that for all � � � , the embedding Y 0� ,! Y 0� isa... Moreover, any two a.. strutures on the disjoint union `� Y 0� with the requiredproperties are homotopi.Proof. We onstrut a.. strutures J� on Y 0� with the required properties by indutionover dimension of the faes �, starting from the interior of the alove A and ending atverties.Given k � 0, suppose that we have onstruted ompatible a.. strutures on all Y�with dim� > dim t� k, in suh a way that if � � � , the embedding Y� ,! Y� is a.. onsome open neighborhood of the losure of Y 0� . Let � be a fae of dimension dim t�k. Eahof the a.. strutures on Y� with � � � de�nes an invariant ompatible a.. struture onY�, and by hypothesis these omplex strutures math on some open neighborhood ofS��� (LG)� � Y 0� . We hoose an invariant a.. struture on Y� suh that it mathes withthe given a.. strutures over a possibly smaller open neighborhood of S��� (LG)� � Y 0� .This an be done by hoosing a Riemannian metri on Y� whih mathes the given onein a possibly smaller neighborhood, and taking the ompatible almost omplex struturede�ned by the metri in the standard way (see e.g. [6℄).Now let fJ0�g; fJ1�g be two olletions of a.. strutures with the required properties.They de�ne Riemannian metris g0�; g1�. Let gt� = (1 � t)g0� + t g1�, and let J t� be theompatible a.. struture whih it de�nes. For � � � , the metri gt� on Y 0� is the restri-tion of gt� and the sympleti normal bundle of Y 0� in Y 0� oinides with the Riemanniannormal bundle. This implies that the embedding Y 0� ! Y 0� is a...Choose a.. strutures on Y� as in the Lemma, and de�ne (LG)�-equivariant linebundles L0� = K 0� 
 C � . We then have anonial isomorphisms��;� : L0�jY 0� = L0�and they automatially satisfy the oyle ondition. It follows that there is a uniqueLG-equivariant line bundle KM !M with KM jY 0� = L0�. By onstrution, the olletionof line bundles L0�, hene also KM , is independent of the hoie of a.. strutures up tohomotopy.Lemma 3.3. The isomorphism lass of KM is independent of the hoie of \over" Y 0�.



8 E. MEINRENKEN AND C. WOODWARDProof. Given two hoies Y 1� and Y 2� labeled by the verties of A, let Y 3� = Y 1� [ Y 2� .Given a.. strutures J j� on Y j� and the anonial line bundles KjM onstruted fromthem, we have an equivariant homotopy K1M � K3M � K2M (beause J3� restrits to a..strutures on Y 1� and Y 2� ).This ompletes our onstrution of the anonial bundle. The entral irle in LG atswith weight �2, that is, KM is a line bundle at level �2.3.4. Examples.3.4.1. Coadjoint orbits. Let M = LG � � be the oadjoint orbit through � 2 A, and let� � A denote the open fae ontaining �. Thus M �= LG=(LG)�. Sine Y� = f�g, theanonial line bundle KM is the assoiated bundleKLG=(LG)� := LG�(dLG)� C �2(���� ;):(8)This de�nition of anonial bundle agrees with Freed's omputation [4℄ of a regularized�rst Chern lass of the fundamental homogeneous spae 
G = LG=G. In this paper,Freed provides further evidene for this being the orret de�nition of a �rst Chern lass,the simplest being that sine �̂ = (�; ) is the sum of fundamental aÆne weights (f. [9℄),the anonial bundle for LG=T is expeted to be KLG=T = LG � bT C �2�̂ . and that forLG=G should be LG� bG C �2(0;) :Sine LG=(LG)� is a homogeneous spae the anonial line bundle arries a uniqueLG-invariant onnetion. Its urvature equals �2�i times the sympleti form for theoadjoint orbit (at level �2) through �2(�� ��; ) = ��. Reall that (�� ��)= 2 Ais the orthogonal projetion of �= onto the aÆne subspae spanned by �. Therefore:Lemma 3.4. If (M;!) is the oadjoint LG-orbit (at level 1) through the orthogonalprojetion � of �= onto some fae � of A, the urvature of the anonial line bundle isgiven by i2� urv(KM) = �2!. In partiular, this is true for � = � and for � a vertexof A.3.4.2. Moduli spaes of at onnetions. Let � be a ompat, oriented surfae withboundary �� �= (S1)b and (M(�); !) the orresponding moduli spae. From now on, weassume that b = 1, although the more general ase is only more diÆult notationally.By Corollary 3.12 of [7℄ there is a unique LG-equivariant line bundle at eah level, sothat every LG-equivariant line bundle over M(�) at level k is isomorphi to the kthtensor power of the pre-quantum line bundle L(�).2 In partiular the anonial bundleKM(�) !M(�) arries an invariant onnetion suh that i2� urv(KM(�)) = �2!.2A sketh of the argument is as follows. Two line bundles at the same level di�er by a line bundleat level 0, whih desends to the quotient M(�)=
G by the based loop group. From the holonomydesription of the moduli spae we haveM(�)=
G �= G2g . Sine H2G(G2g) is trivial, the desended linebundle is trivial, so the two line bundles are isomorphi.



CANONICAL BUNDLES FOR HAMILTONIAN LOOP GROUP MANIFOLDS 94. Quotients of anonial bundlesIn this setion, we show that the bundles KM behave well under sympleti quotients,that is, that the sympleti quotient of KM is the usual anonial bundle on the quotient.For any Hamiltonian LG-spae (M;!;�) with proper moment map, and any oadjointLG-orbit O � Lg�, the redued spae MO at level O is a ompat spae de�ned as thequotient MO := ��1(O)=LG:Let � 2 A is the point of the alove through whih O passes, � the open fae ontaining�, and O� := O \ U� = (LG)� � �:Then MO = ��1(�)=(LG)� = (Y�)O�whih identi�esMO as a redued spae of the sympleti ross-setion (Y�; !�;��). It fol-lows that the standard theory of sympleti redution applies: If � is a regular value thenMO is a �nite dimensional sympleti orbifold, and in general it is a �nite dimensionalstrati�ed sympleti spae in the sense of Sjamaar-Lerman [12℄.Over the level set ��1(O) we have two line bundles at level �2, the restrition ofthe anonial bundle of M and the pull-bak by � of the anonial bundle KO on theoadjoint orbit. They di�er by an LG-equivariant line bundle (that is an LG-bundle atlevel 0), KM j��1(O) 
K�O:Proposition 4.1. Suppose O onsists of regular values of �. The anonial line bundlefor the redued spae MO is the quotient,�KM j��1(O) 
 ��K�O�=LG:Proof. Sine KM = LG�(dLG)� (K� 
 C � ); KO = LG�(dLG)� (KO� 
 C � )we have KM j��1(O) 
 ��K�O = LG�(dLG)� (K� 
 ���K�O�):Taking the quotient by LG we obtain�KM j��1(O) 
 ��K�O�=LG = �K�j��1� (O�) 
 ���K�O�)=(LG)�whih is the anonial bundle for the redued spae (Y�)O� = MO.Theorem 4.2. Let M(�) be the moduli spae of at onnetions on a ompat orientedsurfae with boundary, and C� the onjugay lass orresponding to the projetion � of�= onto � for some fae �. Suppose � is a regular value for the moment map M(�),so M(�; C�) the moduli spae of at onnetions with holonomy in C� is a ompatsympleti orbifold. Then the Chern lass 1(KM) for M =M(�; C�) is �2 times theohomology lass of the redued sympleti form.
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